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Email subject lines that work (enough to have them in the armoury)

Here are subject lines that I have used with other recruiters to drive open rates. Please note, 
each is contextual to content AND I would also add that if I retyped it they would all be in Camel 
Case.

Can we arrange to discuss?

Question regarding: Business name

Ideas for lockdown | Covid-19 | employee engagement

Ideas for… [you pick!]

Thoughts about Cyber Security

Have you considered this?

Have you considered… [you pick]

Maintaining Morale Whilst WFH

Maintaining… [you pick!]

Thoughts about…[you pick!]

RE:{their business name}

Recommendation from {competitor you work with | their peer | their manager} 

Challenges with business continuity

Keep the team motivated

Client feedback

When would be a good time to talk?

Ideas for {topic of relevance}

Hi {prospects first name}

3 tips for {problem}

Hot off the press



I found you through {site | network | referral | research type}

Hoping you can help

Can you help me?

Hoping I can help

Could we collaborate on this?

Your big decision

This is reassuring

3 reasons I picked you

My last email to you

Keep this email safe

Top tips from {job titles}

The search is over

[my agency name] and {their company}

Why Batman was right

Re: Cost reduction

A personal invitation

Let me know either way

3 signs it’s time to look

How to keep good engineers happy

Would you like more recognition

How to get a payrise

Why job adverts fail

Top 3 employers in [sector]

Hot skills to learn in 2022

50 ways to leave your boss

Why hiring is so tough
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If you had a magic wand

Let me know either way

How Glenda saved her marriage (There’s so many ways you could use a candidate story to cre-
ate impact)

Why now is the right time to move

How hesitation costs business billions

FROM THE COMMUNITY

I like some of these a lot. My concerns about some – too long so you could have a subject line 
that is only part displayed followed by the … Some are more likely to be deleted if the contact 
is not hiring (IMPO)

Here to help

<referral name> suggested that I…

RE: Hi {first name} – {company name}?

Re:Workforce continuity

Quick question {their name}

How can I support you?

Engineer Xsalalry Xskills

Here to help

“job title” – Strategic

Can I ask you a question?

XXX looking to join your team

XXX profile

Exceptional profile available that will be of interest to you

Can we do something different?
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